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Abstract. Here, we propose the novel fabrication of graphene–polymer (GP)-based quaternary nanocomposite and
mesoporous (MS) nanomaterials sensor [NaLa(MoO4 )2 -GO-PPy (NLMG-PPy), CuZnSnSe-GO-PPy (CZSG-PPy) and
In2 O3 -G-SiO2 20% (IGS20)] to address ignored challenges for Escherichia coli bacteria recognition in polluted samples.
Synthesized samples were characterized through X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energydispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM), Raman spectroscopy, nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS). The sensor could recognize an individual E. coli cell in 1 µl sample
volume within 50 s. Through a low identification point of an individual cell, the MS and GP sensor had an absolute scope of
1–100 CFU per µl volume of sample (i.e. 103 –105 CFU ml−1 ). The high thickness of negative charge on the surface of
E. coli cells actively regulates the concentration of dominant part charge carriers in the mesoporous and G-polymer monolayer, permitting an ongoing check of E. coli concentration in a known sample. Our biosensor is simple and low-cost with
great selectivity and fast identification was effectively shown for E. coli detection.
Keywords.
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1. Introduction
Pollution of consuming water and surface water by
Escherichia coli (E. coli) profoundly affects general wellbeing. The intense harmfulness associated to E. coli toxins
discharged by haemorrhagic strains of E. coli microscopic
organisms can be origin of hazardous syndrome among
general masses [1,2]. Subsequently, continuous checking
of E. coli is fundamental for epidemic control. It is similarly needed to protect general well-being. Disregarding
the way that gastrointestinal disease is brought in by mutually O157:H7 and non-O157:H7 types of E. coli, greater
portion of literature reports centred around the location of
O157:H7 strain [3]. Present procedures for identification of
E. coli (e.g. colony-counting method) comprise of so many
kinds of procedure, require prepared work force, and provide
confirmatory outcomes simply after 24–48 h [4]. Ongoing
enhancement-based molecular diagnosis strategies, such as
polymerase chain response (PCR) can lessen the investigation time to hours. Nonetheless, even the combination of

PCR and colony-counting techniques are not sufficiently
delicate to identify microscopic organisms at low concentrations (1–100 colony forming units for every ml
(CFU ml−1 ) of sample) [5]. Consequently, the existing techniques for E. coli identification require costly apparatus
and special training also required for long time and for
low sensitivity. To these concern limits, it is essential to
build up a responsive, fast and financially savvy sensor
stage to isolate E. coli in consuming water and surface
water. Greater amount of these identification systems rest
on optical, electronic and electrochemical techniques that
offer quick response and simplicity of activity [6–8]. On
account of electrochemical identification strategies, prerequisite of electro-dynamic substrates or electro-dynamic labels
similar to the background signal correlated to different confusing species bounds the application for E. coli recognition
in genuine samples [9–11]. All these years, field-impact sensors (graphene–polymer (GP) and mesoporous nanomaterials
(MNs)) have gained attention for sensing applications for their
quick response, high affectability, great reproducibility and
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continuous checking observed to a few other recognition
procedures [12,13]. Typically, materials like carbon nanotubes, graphene and silicon nanowires are incorporated
as dynamic channels alongside appropriate probe particles
into a mesoporous (MS) and GP sensor for sensing applications [14]. Among different channel materials, graphene
holds incredible promise as transducer in GP- and MN-based
sensors. Graphene is a low electronic noise 2D framework
with low contact resistance, wherein the whole volume is
accessible for collaborations with analyte [15,16]. Besides
its beneficial properties as well as high electron mobility,
great thermal conductivity and enormous surface-to-volume
proportion, graphene displays high capacitance and tunable
ambipolar field-impact attributes [17–19]. This has prompted
the implementation of graphene-based MS and GP for sensing plenty of analytes as well as heavy metal ions, pathogens,
proteins and nucleic acids [19]. In this study, we fabricated
a graphene oxide (GO) (mesoporous and G-polymer)-based
MS and GP stage without E. coli antibodies (anti-E. coli)
for detecting particular E. coli microorganism. The dynamic
channel is GO sheet, which is placed on FTO/SiO2 -based electrode surface for chemical alteration. Appearance of oxygencontaining functional groups as well as epoxy, hydroxyl
and carboxyl, enable chemical alteration of substrates with
GO. Integration of GO in mesoporous nanocomposite and
polymer-semiconductor induces more conductive behaviour,
which produces an amplified signal [17,18,21]. On the other
hand, synthesized quaternary nanocomposite promotes fast
electron transfer, and has a large surface area for efficient
immobilization. The sensing system of graphene-based GP
and MNs together rest on change in electrical conductivity of
the mesoporous and G-polymer channel after acting together
with E. coli, since E. coli has net negative charge around its
outer layer, which adjusts the conductivity of mesoporous and
G-polymer in GP and MNs. The FTO glass layer represses
any immediate contact of water or undesirable species with
the mesoporous and G-polymer surface without influencing
its MS and GP qualities, thus improving the reproducibility
and stability of the sensor. In this work, for the first time,
we present a bacteria-specific novel fabrication of GP-based
quaternary nanocomposite- and mesoporous nanomaterialsbased label-free biosensor. We used simple electrochemical
measurements for establishing the correlation between conductivity of liquid bacteria samples and immobilized bacteria.
This sensor stage is effective for recognizing an individual E.
coli cell. In this approach, a short stretch of bacteria cells is
being immobilized onto the surface of sensing interface. Upon
interaction with its complementary base pair, this produces a
significant change in signal. The main focus of this work is
on electrical characterization of both free bacteria in solution
and bacteria-immobilized on the surface of electrodes. MS
and GP satisfy all the requirements of sensing interface as it
provides amplified sensing signal, better sensitivity and efficient immobilization. Given the above advantageous features
associated with the MS and GP, bacteria cell-based biosensing
method was proposed.
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2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
Materials including CuCl2 ·2H2 O, SnCl3 ·5H2 O, sodium
oleate, ZnCl2 , hexane, toluene, and P3 HT (Mn : 20,000, Mw :
33,000) were analytic reagent grade. They were acquired
from the Daejung Chemical Factory, South Korea. Tin (II)
2-ethyl hexanoate (96%) and diphenyl diselenide (98%)
were obtained from Daejung, South Korea. Oleylamine utilized for specific assessment was purchased from Daejung,
South Korea. Graphite powder pieces (45m , >99.99 wt%),
indium (III) chloride (InCl3 ), urea, sodium dodecyl benzene
sulphonate (SDBS), triblock copolymer Pluronic F-127 surfactant (Aldrich) and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Acros
Organics) were obtained from Samchun Pure Chemical Co.
Ltd., Pyeongtaek City, Gyeonggi-Do, Korea. Phosphate cushion (0.1% Tween 20) was bought from Sigma-Aldrich. E. coli
serotype was acquired from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The
concentration of soaked culture was calculated by a plate
checking strategy and UV–Vis spectrophotometer. Before
sensing, the culture washed with de-ionized water (DI) water
and centrifuged to evacuate growth medium. The culture
was suspended in DI water and diluted to obtain appropriate
concentration. Every chemical was utilized for investigative
evaluation to devoid of any further refinement.
2.2 GO synthesis
The modified Hummer’s strategy was applied for the synthesis of GO [28]. The purified regular 1 g graphite was exposed
to oxidization by KMnO4 and NaNO3 in concentrated H2 SO4 .
GO dispersion was centrifuged to expel conceivable agglomeration materials followed by washing in DI water (figure S1,
Supporting information). A steady suspension of GO sheets
for required concentration was acquired after ultra-sonication.
2.3 Synthesis of GP-based nanocomposites
In a general mix, diphenyl diselenide was chosen as a selenide
source. Stoichiometric measures of diphenyl diselenide
(0.20 mmol), Cu-oleate (0.20 mmol), Zn-oleate, tin (II) 2ethyl hexanoate, and 8-ml oleylamine were placed into a 35
ml three-neck flagon and degassed with Ar gas, while mixing
◦
at 70 and 140 C separately for 35 min. The resultant mix◦
ture was warmed to react at 205 C for 40 min, followed by
cooling to room temperature. Six millilitres of ethanol was
incorporated into the subsequent mix followed by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 2 min. It was washed again with 6 ml of
ethanol twice, centrifuged and re-suspended in 6 ml toluene.
2.4 In2 O3 synthesis
First, 0.362 g of InCl3 · 4H2 O and 0.720 g of urea were dissolved in 70 ml of DI water individually. After dissolving at
room temperature for 15 min by vigorous magnetic stirring,
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InCl3 solution was gradually dropped into urea solution and
mixed for 15 min. At this point, the blend was moved into
a 150 ml Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and heated at
◦
130 C for 14 h. After autoclave cooling at room temperature,
white precipitates were gathered by centrifugation, washed
◦
with DI water, and ethanol for four times, dried at 80 C for
◦
26 h in air, and annealed in air at 550 C for 5 h.

group was kept for whole night with E. coli at 40 C. Such
sort of investigation is effective to obtain quality control for
reproducibility. To keep away from non-explicit binding, sensors were at last incubated in a blocking buffer for 2 h at room
temperature, followed by washing with DI water. These man◦
ufactured sensors were stored at 40 C in dry water/air proof
vessels.

2.5 Mesoporous silica synthesis with In2 O3 –GO

2.7 Measurement and characterization

First, 1.5 g of triblock copolymer Pluronic F-127 surfactant
was mixed with 20 ml of DI water and 65 ml of 3 M HCl at
◦
45 C with stirring, until the copolymer was totally dissolved.
At this point, 3.30 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was
◦
included and mixed for 24 h at 45 C by stirring. The blend was
◦
moved to a fixed holder and heated to 110 C in an oven for
26 h. The precipitate was separated, washed with water and
◦
ethanol, and dried at 70 C whole night. At last, the copolymer
◦
was evacuated by calcination in air at 500 C for 4 h. The
In2 O3 –GO blend was dropwise mixed to a 100 ml round-base
flask containing 0.15 g of the silica powder. After mixing by
stirring for 26 h, the powder was filtered, washed with 2 ml
◦
of methanol, and dried at 70 C whole night. Then, kept in
◦
◦
the furnace at 600 C temperature at a speed of 10 C min−1
and held at this temperature for 4 h. Towards the end of the
procedure, the heater was gradually cooled down to room
temperature.

Electrical and transport estimations were accomplished on
sensors utilizing a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization framework. With the back-gate connected to the MS
and GP sensor at room temperature, the source-channel current (I SD) was estimated as an element of gate voltage
(Vgs ) and source-channel voltage (Vds ). The gate bias was
differed from −40 to +40 V. The electrical conductivity of
the sensor was noted by checking adjustment in the channel
flow (I SD) with the fixed (Vds ) for different concentrations
of E. coli solutions. Hitachi S4800 field-emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM) at a 2 kV increasing speed
voltage was utilized to characterize sensors after each modifying step. An Infinite 200 PRO (Tecan) plate reader was
utilized for bicinchoninic acid (BCA) test to decide measure of MS and GP on sensors. Structure and clarity of
as-synthesized sample were analysed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD; Rigaku, X-ray diffractometer) with CuKα radiation
(λ = 1.5406 Å) at 40 kV, 30 mA over 2θ range of 20–70◦ .
The morphology of sample was observed utilizing FESEM,
EDS elemental mapping acquired by (SEM; JSM-76710F,
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEM-4010, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan
and HRTEM; JSM-76710F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 300 kV
quickening voltage. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) and Raman investigation by using (WITec alpha 300 series). The mesoporous
characterization of the IGS20 structures was subjected to
full analysis with N2 adsorption/desorption tests (BELSORPmax, BEL Japan Inc.).

2.6 Device fabrication
Working electrodes, which are 2 mm length and 50 nm thickness were built for applying a photolithographic procedure on
the vastly doped Si wafer with an upper layer of dry-framed
SiO2 (thickness of 250 nm). The finger-width and between finger dispersing of electrodes was 2 µm. The self-assembly of
thiol was applied, so that MS and GP would stay on FTO electrodes. The electrode was improved with 2-aminoethanethiol
(HSCH2 CH2 NH2 ; AET) (1 mg ml−1 for 15 min) to be amineterminated functionally. The amine-terminated electrodes
were soaked in the MS and GP emulsions for 15 min, followed
by five times washing with deionized water. Electrodes with
MS and GP were then exposed to thermal annealing in a tube
furnace (Lindberg Blue, TF55035A-1) and heating for 15 min
◦
at 400 C in Ar flow of 1 l min−1 . The FTO glass (3 nm) was
covered over the mesoporous and G-polymer-moderate electrode utilizing atomic layer deposition (ALD). For attaching
the E. coli, FTO nanoparticles (NPs) were sputter covered on
the MS and GP for 3 s utilizing a RF (60 Hz) Emitech K550x
sputter coater device with an FTO target (99.999% virtue) at
an Ar pressure of 0.03 mbar and a working current of 25 mA.
Then, 5 µl of MS and GP solution (10 mM) was added on
electrodes for 2 h. The carboxylic acid-functionalized electrodes were then connected with the E. coli with the aid of
MS and GP chemistry. For this reason, 5 µ l of 1:1 mixture
of MS and GP solution (20 mM) was drop-casted onto electrodes for 35 min. The electrode with the responsive ester

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Characterization of synthesized nanocomposites
Structure of the as-coordinated nanoparticles was evaluated
by XRD. Results are shown in figure 1. The XRD configuration was not coordinated to any known material in the standard
JCPDS database. Starter re-authorization presented that such
materials showed a wurtzite arrange, which is totally different
from the general stannite and kesterite stages illustrated in the
JCPDS database and past reports [20,22,23]. Figure 1a as seen
from these patterns, peaks of these samples were sharp without showing miscellaneous peaks. Peak intensities increased
because of the development of crystallites and enhancement
of crystallization. It is designated that these samples had great
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Figure 1. XRD spectra of (a) In2 O3 -G-SiO2 -20% (IGS20), (b)
CuZnSnSe-G-PPy (CZSe-G-PPy) and (c) NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G-PPy
(NLMG-PPy).
Table 1.

Nomenclature of prepared samples.

Sample name

Nomenclature

NLMG-PPy
CZSe-G-PPy
IGS20
GP
MS

NaLa(MoO4 )2 -GO-PPy
CuZnSnSe-GO-PPy
In2 O3 -G-SiO2 (20%)
Graphene-polymer based composite
Mesoporous composite

crystallinity. Result demonstrated that IGS20 sample was well
synthesized (table 1).
Figure 1b shows the corresponding XRD pattern of the
prepared CZSe-G-PPy nanoparticles. The major XRD diffraction peaks appeared at 2θ = 29.14, 33.45, 36.25, 42.16,
50.48, 54.87 and 57.48◦ can be attributed to (200), (210),
(211), (220), (311), (230) and (321), and were found to be
a = 0.569 nm and c = 1.133 nm, which were close to the
data reported by other reports [24–27]. The diffraction peaks
of stoichiometric CuSnSe4 and ZnSe are very similar to those
of CZSe. It is insufficient to determine the phase purity of
the CZSe from XRD pattern alone [28]. Figure 1c shows the
major XRD peaks appeared at 2θ = 18.14, 27.45, 29.25,
33.66, 40.40, 43.70 and 53.48◦ can be attributed to (101),
(004), (211), (204), (220), (116) and (224), which has good
crystallinity.
Figure 2 illustrates SEM images of (a) IGS20; (b) CZSeG-PPy; (c) CZSe-G-PPy and (d) NLMG-PPy to show their
surface morphologies. After introducing the SiO2 content to
20% as seen in figure 2a, particle size expanded slightly
and aggregation of nanoparticles became sporadic. These
nanoparticles aggregated to form some irregular bulks that
might decimate the morphology and affect the sensing performance of IGS20. Figure 2b and d shows case polymer
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and semiconductor materials aggregate on the graphene,
which may help to increase the active site of the sensor
surface.
A TEM image shown in figure 3a demonstrates that In2 O3
and GO are evenly decorated on the surface of the mesoporous
SiO2 . Dark and light contrast of petals of the meso-ovals in
TEM images are due to the difference in orientations of petals
with respect to the electron beam. When edges of petals are
parallel to electron beam, they appear dark in contrast. However, when surfaces of petals are parallel to the electron beam,
they appear light in contrast.
Regardless, the morphology of CZSe treated with G-PPy
(CZSe-G-PPy), showed a heterogeneous size and agglomeration with a size like CZSe-G (figure 3b, c). This finding
was recognized to the higher surface integrity of nanocrystals of about 10 nm in diameter and potent accumulation of
polypyrrole ligand shells during the high-temperature mixing. Polypyrrole is known to custom weak and reversible
bonds with the surface copper, zinc and tin particles in quaternary I 2-II-IV-VI 4 chalcogenide nanocrystals and presumably
adsorbed onto the CZSe surface. This change significantly
influenced the morphology of the dynamic layer in the photovoltaic device. Likewise, large surrounded single gems with
interplanar partitions of 0.33 nm were reliable with the (112)
crystallographic structure of tetragonal CZSe [32].
Besides, Raman spectra of CZSe-Py@GO nanocomposites
with different GO contents (figure 4) exposed that all CZSePy@GO nanocomposites exhibited a spectral peak about
1354 cm−1 recognized to the D band correlated to nanoassistant disfigurements of graphitic spaces and formed by
the associations in the carbon plane.
Peaks at 1569, 1577 and 1585 cm−1 corresponding to G
band result from the primary appropriation of the E2g phonon
of the sp2C particles [33]. An arrangement of the G band
generally suggests a charge-interchange, which brings about
a scope of electrical properties of graphene. As exposed
before, the red shifts of the G band can be observed with
a greater proportion of GO, exhibiting new graphitic zones
during heat treatment. Reduced power of the D/G amount,
furthermore established a slight decline of GO to yield
improved graphitic crystallinity, while consistently expanding the GO. For CZSe-PPy@GO) composite, both D and
G groups were notably extended and reduced. The finding
of downshifting in the G band was recognized to the inadequate connection of the metal particles suggesting that these
nanocrystals are bound to graphene sheet slightly. These findings indicate that the nanocomposite characterized a channel
for transporters with overall charge-interchange and electrical
properties [34].
The band gap energies of these photocatalysts can be evaluated by equation (1) [43]:
αhν = A(hν − E g )n

(1)

where α, h, ν and E g are absorption coefficient, Planck’s constant, light frequency and band gap, respectively. Figure 5
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Figure 2. SEM images of (a) In2 O3 -G-SiO2 -20% (IGS20), (b) CuZnSnSe-G-PPy (CZSe-G-PPy),
(c) CuZnSnSe-G-PPy (CZSe-G-PPy) and (d) NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G-PPy (NLMG-PPy).

shows UV–Vis DRS spectra of the CZSe; CZSe-G;
CZSe-G-PPy. The band gaps (E g ) evaluated from extrapolated estimations of digressions on the wavelength axis to
the plots of (αhν)2 vs. hν (figure 5) were 1.75, 2.00 and
2.25 eV for CZSe-G-PPy, CZSe-G and CZSe, respectively.
CZSe-G-PPy has been improved by being joined with PPy,
subsequently diminishing the band-gap energy more than different composites. It is known that a smaller band-gap energy
that prompts a lot more extensive absorption in the area of visible light and delivers more electron–hole pairs means a better
sensor [35].
XPS spectra was used to determine ordinary oxidation
states of each sample. Cu2p, Zn2p, Sn3d, and Se3d measurements were evaluated respectively. Strong peaks of Cu2p3/2
and Cu2p1/2 situated at 932.4 and 952.2 eV, with a part of
19.8 eV, (figure 6b) were consistent within the sight of appropriate Cu+ [29]. Moreover, no satellite peak of Cu2+ at around
942 eV for CuSnSe [30,31] was observed in the current XPS.
Therefore, no existence of CuSnSe stage was found. The Zn2p
peaks arranged at 1022.1 and 1045.0 eV in figure 6 show
a peak panel of 22.9 eV, steady with the standard peak of
22.97 eV, recommending Zn2+ . In the scope of S3d, two peaks
were found at 486.6 and 495.1 eV contrasted with Sn3d5/2 and

Sn3d3/2 , exhibiting that Sn4+ peaked at 8.5 eV. The coupling
energy of Se3d5/2 peak in the scope of 54.1 eV was firmly
stable with that of Se [36,37].
3.2 Electrochemical measurements on liquid bacteria
samples
Electrochemical estimations of bacterial samples were utilizing potentiostat and FTO-coated electrodes. Potential was
recorded against Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Figure 7 show
outcomes of electrochemical responses of E. coli with IGS20
electrodes. Normal cyclic voltammogram analysed electrical
properties (current vs. potential curve) as revealed for E. coli
of 1 µl concentration, are shown in figure 7. When In2 O3 ,
In2 O3 -G electrodes were introduced with E. coli, a significant decreased peak current was found. The magnitude of
the anodic peak current of this electrode decreased when the
potential is increased. This phenomenon gradually decreased
when IGS20 was introduced and the best consequence of
this electrochemical response was delivered by IGS20, which
decreased electrochemical current with decreasing potential. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) curves in figure 7 are
nearly less highlighted in the certain voltage i.e. from −0.3
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Figure 3. TEM images of (a) In2 O3 -G-SiO2 -20% (IGS20), (b) CuZnSnSe-G-PPy (CZSe-G-PPy),
(c) CuZnSnSe-G-PPy (CZSe-G-PPy) and (d) NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G-PPy (NLMG-PPy).

and

Figure 5. DRS data of CuZnSnSe, CuZnSnSe-G and CuZnSnSeG-PPy samples.

to +0.3 V, which was selected purposely to maintain the
electrochemical responses on the electrodes. Estimations of
cathode current at −0.3 V appeared to diminish with the

attendance of E. coli. This indicated that the electrode
occupied the development of mesopores with a great surface
area, where the E. coli interfering to the active site and increasing the resistance of electrode by blocking electron transfer.

Figure 4. Raman shift of
CuZnSnSe-G-PPy samples.

CuZnSnSe,

CuZnSnSe-G
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Figure 7. In the presence of bacteria (E. coli), changes in cyclic
voltammogram curves for IN, ING and IGS20 samples.
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Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms of CZSe, CZSe-G and CZSe-GPPy with bacteria cell.
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Figure 6. XPS spectra of (a) In2 O3 -G-SiO2 -20% (IGS20), (b)
CuZnSnSe-G-PPy (CZSe-G-PPy) and (c) NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G-PPy
(NLMG-PPy) samples.

Same phenomenon occurred in figures 8 and 9 when CZSGPPY and NLMG-PPY were applied, but both case polymer
combined electrodes show the best result. Because polymers
are facilitating the electro-chemical redox potentials.
It should be noted that CVs without E. coli in figures 10, 11
and 12 showed the characteristic anodic peaks (at about +0.1
to +0.2 V) and cathodic peaks (at about −0.25 V) and the
current density of 0.0015 mA cm−2 , which are associated
with electrochemical reactions in PBS. When the E. coli
immobilized on the electrode surface acts as an insulating
layer, thus reducing the current substantially as shown in
figures 7, 8 and 9. It showed that the anodic peaks (at about
+0.05 to +0.1 V) and cathodic peaks (at about −0.03 V)
and the current density decreases to 0.0006 mA cm−2 due to
the bacterial surface interfering. The correlations between the
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Figure 9. Cyclic voltammograms of NaLa(MoO4 )2 (NLM)1 ,
NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G (NLMG) and NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G-PPy (NLMGPPy) with bacteria cell.

Figure 10. Without bacteria (E. coli), changes in cyclic voltammogram curves for IN, ING and IGS20 samples.

values of the anodic current and bacterial concentrations were
therefore established, which constitutes the main principle
of electrochemical detection of bacteria. This implies that
E. coli adsorbed on the surface of FTO electrodes could serve
as insulating layer to diminish the current [1]. These outcomes
are significant since they build up a relationship between estimations of cathode current and E. coli concentration in the
solution.
3.3 Electrochemical measurements on immobilized
bacteria
Outcomes obtained in the past are significant as further
advance towards improvement of microbe-based inhibition
sensor. However, they are still far from actual sensor
improvement. Conduct with liquefied bacteria samples is
not a route forward on account of characteristic varieties of
microbes concentration even in research centre samples, taken
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Figure 11. Cyclic voltammograms of CZSe, CZSe-G and CZSeG-PPy without bacteria cell.

Figure 12. Cyclic voltammograms of NaLa(MoO4 )2 (NLM),
NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G (NLMG) and NaLa(MoO4 )2 -G-PPy (NLMGPPy) without bacteria cell.

for investigation. The issue to have a consistent reference for
such estimations is a challenging one. It would be considerably more helpful for genuine sensor advancement to utilize
bacteria immobilized on the electrode surface. In this work,
E. coli was immobilized on the surface of FTO electrodes.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 demonstrate a progression of CV estimations completed in IGS20, CZSG-PPY and NLMG-PPY,
respectively, on FTO electrodes with E. coli immobilized from
their individual 1 µl solution. In figures 13, 14 and 15 of
various concentrations in LB broth (stock solution concentrations of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2 ml), these
figures showed the characteristic oxidation and reduction
peaks related to electrochemical responses in NLMG-PPY,
CZSG-PPY and IGS20. As shown in figures 7, 8 and 9,
it is apparent that estimation of current, for instance, cathode current peak at about −0.2 V, diminishes with existence
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Figure 14. Current variations with different concentrations of bacteria cell by CZSe-G-PPy sample.

of immobilized E. coli in 1 µl. Also, compared to concentration dependency investigations with bacteria solutions,
bacteria adsorbed surface acts as an insulator to decline
the current. The following arrangement of data in figures 7, 8 and 9 was obtained for FTO electrodes with
the both E. coli immobilized from particular 1 µl stock
solutions. Then, they were treated with various concentrations. All estimations were completed in NLMG-PPY,
CZSG-PPY and IGS20. FTO electrodes with immobilized
E. coli performed extremely effective. Estimations of cathode
current were found to correspond to E. coli concentration and
then gradually increasing with the concentration of E. coli.
The impact E. coli utilized was unique. E. coli is emphatically
representing in wide concentration, the cathode current at
−0.25 V decreases with changing concentration of E. coli.
Relative changes in E. coli vs. concentration are shown in

E. coli MS and GP sensor is manufactured on FTO electrodes with mesoporous and G-polymer as the conducting
channel. In the GP and MN, mesoporous and G-polymer
is linking the source and channel electrodes. Under ordinary conditions, GO is electrically insulating because of the
existence of immersed sp3 bonds, the high density of electronegative oxygen atoms attached to carbon and different
deformities result in an increase in energy gap in the electron density of states. After thermal reduction, because of
bigger sp2 domains, mesoporous and G-polymer turns out to
be electrically conducting and the MS and GP sensor demonstrates resistance between 50 and 150 kω [38]. The sensing of
E. coli is subjected to the balance of electrical conductivity of
mesoporous and G-polymer in MS and GP sensor. We additionally considered the impact of distinctive thicknesses of
FTO glass layer (1, 2, 3 and 4 nm) on the appearance of MS
and GP sensor. For FTO glass layer under 3 nm, these sensors
were relatively unsteady and liable to oxidation. Attributable
to the Debye length confinement, for the thickness above
3 nm, the sensors developed static to outer environments.
They did not react to the expansion of analyte [39]. Test
sample volume of 1 µl was utilized for experiments. The
real number of E. coli identified on the sensor relies upon
both the concentrations of E. coli and the sample volume
utilized for the experiment. To evaluate the quantity of E.
coli cells on the sensor surface using different concentrations of sample solutions is shown in figures 13, 14 and 15.
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In spite of the fact that the lowest concentration of E.
coli sample utilized for detecting was 103 CFU ml−1 , in
the light of calculations, the sensor could identify a particular E. coli cell. FTO NPs could specifically be sensing
E. coli cells. The sensing of E. coli cells by FTO NPs sensor
from the sample is reflected by the alteration in the electrical conductivity of the mesoporous and G-polymer channels.
Figures 13, 14 and 15 demonstrate the constant checking of
E. coli by the sensor. For sensing tests, the sensor was exposed
to different concentrations of E. coli (103 –109 CFU ml−1 ).
There was a linear reduction in current after the expansion
of E. coli aliquot from 103 –106 CFU ml−1 , which decreased
from around 0.0010 to 0.00075 mA cm−2 . On the other hand,
the resistance raises after increasing to 107 CFU ml−1 of
E. coli solution in every MS and GP electrode cases, which
showed that the linear response of current density dramatically decreases around 0.00025 mA cm−2 when exposed
to the volume of 107 CFU ml−1 of E. coli solution. It is
revealed that the E. coli immobilized on the electrode surface acts as an insulating layer, thus, reducing the current
substantially.
The sensor possessed a quick response time for E. coli
identification. A short response time is one of the significant
benefits of MS and GP sensors. Despite the fact that E. coli is
especially bigger than ions or atoms, the low volume of sample
decreases the diffusion length and allows quick investigation
of samples. The described techniques for E. coli recognition
generally include at least 30 min of incubation time after various sensor-design steps [40,41]. In addition, such techniques
for investigation are unsatisfactory for actual investigation of
samples like streaming water or different samples, where consistent observing of water perfection is important. The sensor
for control analysis was FTO NPs/FTO glass/mesoporous and
G-polymer GP and MN. Expansion of E. coli did not produce any signal, demonstrating that the E. coli MS and GP
sensor responds simply after particular binding with E. coli
(figures 7, 8 and 9). The sensing mechanism in the present
case can be recognized to the synergistic impact between the
FTO glass layer and the mesoporous and G-polymer channel, the conductivity of which is unregulated after interacting
with negatively charged E. coli cells. The mesoporous and
G-polymer layer is the potential electron reservoir for free
electrons, since oxygen vacancies in FTO glass fail to locate
the corresponding empty O2 p conduction band states. The 1–
2 µm measured E. coli, which is rich in negative charge on
its surface, is in close region with the surface of electron-rich
FTO glass layer. To re-establish its insulating property, the
oxygen-deficient domain boundary of FTO glass carries on
like a local electron donor and mesoporous and G-polymer
sheets performance as recipient [42]. The majority carriers
(i.e. holes) in the mesoporous and G-polymer sheet merge
with these electrons. The decline in the concentration of
majority charge carriers diminishes the current flow among
source and channel. Moreover, the sensing mechanism can
be associated with gating impact of E. coli cells present on
the sensor surface. The cell loses positive charge which is
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activated by the adsorption of negatively charged E. coli cells.
The dimensions of the positive charge on cell diminishes on
increasing concentration of E. coli. This diminished positive
charge of cells shows that the FTO NPs are less negatively
charged, since the counter-acting agent itself can function
as a dielectric medium. Subsequently, the concentration of
holes in the mesoporous and G-polymer sheet from the gateinsulator/semiconductor interface, i.e. the current flow among
source and channel decline because of the adsorption of
E. coli. Over an edge concentration of 107 CFU ml−1 , there
are abundant E. coli cells in the sample solution. As opposed
to coming in direct contact with the FTO glass layer, E.
coli cells can stack over one another. It was seen that the
conductivity of electrode decline exponentially with increasing concentration of E. coli. The impact of concentration
on the conductivity of electrode is progressively faint after
106 CFU ml−1 concentration of E. coli. The viewed outcome
is because of the increasing E. coli cells in the sample solution, which decrease the ionic conductivity of the electrode.
This decrease in conductivity can be ascribed to the surface
layer of E. coli cells. The high density of these negatively
charged groups openly influenced the mesoporous and Gpolymer in MS and GP by serving as gate electrolyte with
negative potential. This created more holes in the mesoporous and G-polymer channel along these lines, expanding
the active sites of MS and GP sensor. In this way, there are
two contending impacts wherein one prompts decline in current (103 –106 CFU ml−1 ), while another one causes decrease
in current (106 –109 CFU ml−1 ). By following the graph for
real time detection of E. coli (figures 13, 14 and 15), it is
clear that the impact of solution resistivity on MS and GP
sensor is due to increasing concentration of E. coli that is
progressively declined after expansion of 106 CFU ml−1 of
cells. Although it indicates critical reduction in current after
expansion of 106 CFU ml−1 , rather than 103 –106 CFU ml−1 ,
the curve has great linear response from 103 to 105 CFU ml−1 .
Therefore, impact of resistivity is lower (105 CFU ml−1 ) on
MS and GP sensor. This implies that E. coli adsorbed on
the surface of electrodes and perform as an insulating layer,
diminishing the current. The current response of the manufactured electrochemical sensor to various concentrations of
E. coli in 0.2 ml E. coli and controlled phosphate buffer solution was analysed. The targeted E. coli was recognized by
estimating the electrochemical signal of the IGS20, CZSeG-PPy and NLMG-PPy samples. It has been described that
the electrochemical recognition technique proposes a quick
signal transduction requiring the low-cost. The catalytic current diminished linearly with the increasing concentration
of E. coli from the scope of 101 × 105 with a coefficient
(r 2 = 0.879). In this way, this technique sensing E. coli in a
lower concentration of 101 CFU ml−1 and with the maximum
range of 105 CFU ml−1 . At the point when E. coli microorganisms were included, it was observed that the state of CV
curve changed significantly. The E. coli were cultured for
◦
16 h at 37 C and after that they move with PBS buffer for
sensing. Nevertheless, the E. coli were distinguished with the
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Figure 16. Electrochemical sensing mechanism of bacterial cell by MS and GP sensors.

developed sensor directly after the culture was grown. The
leaving time was 2 s and scanning time for two portions was
10 s. It was affirmed that the electrochemical signal was
diminishing by including various concentrations of E. coli.
These results demonstrate that the IGS20, CZSe-G-PPy and
NLMG-PPy samples are very delicate and sensitive methodology for E. coli detection, as shown in figures 13, 14 and 15.
The linear correlation between distinctive bacterial concentration and signals-to-noise ratio (SNR) is shown in figures
13, 14 and 15 with (r 2 = 0.879). The SNR was determined
with the peak current of IGS20, CZSe-G-PPy and NLMG-PPy
samples to each concentration of E. coli. Then, it was isolated
by current of 0.1 V of the blank, which was utilized as the
signal of the electrochemical sensor. The signal to noise proportions of 101 , 102 , 103 , 104 and 105 CFUs ml−1 were 0.64,
1.27, 1.40, 1.50 and 1.68 microamperes (µA), respectively.
The manufacture and experimental time of the targeted E.
coli takes 75 min. Thus, it takes less time with a sustainable
method contrasted with recently announced report. Subsequently, the most minimal concentration was 101 and the
highest concentration was 105 CFU ml−1 . This study demonstrates that the IGS20, CZSe-G-PPy and NLMG-PPy samples
are efficient methods to deal with very sensitive recognition
material for selected bacteria. The 10 scan keeps running
on the blank electrode without E. coli concentration, at that
point, determined the standard deviation σ = 0.0087 of 10
scan runs of blank electrode response, and then, there was an
equation of limit of detection (LOD) with three times of

standard deviation equation (3 × σ )/m, where m is the
decided slope (0.879) of the calibration curve, the determined outcomes were a limited deviation. The response
is linear from 103 –105 CFU ml−1 of E. coli concentration.
This work is focussed on a concentration range of E. coli
under 106 CFU ml−1 . Also, there are some commercial kits,
which can identify existence of microorganisms, particularly
of coliforms with 105 CFU ml−1 , as most minimal probable
identification limit. Additionally, it is more challenging to
identify the bacteria under 105 CFU ml−1 , which is significant for useful applications. Furthermore, the electrostatic
self-assembly of GO on FTO electrode permitted exact control of consistency of the GO film, which thus added to the
stability of sensor. At this point, when conserved at a storage temperature of 4o C, E. coli MS and GP sensors did not
demonstrate any major fading in the experiment, following 14
days of manufacture. These sensors are intended for one-time
use. To the stability of sensor as for reusability is concerned,
the exceptionally little sensing zone of MS and GP sensor is
inappropriate for recovery. Appropriate reagents (for example
buffer) can help the total recovery of sensor surface without
distressing MS and GP activity. The stability of such E. coli
MS and GP sensors as far as reusability needs further analysis.
◦
The sensing tests were done at 25 C. Increment in temperature
will particularly influence the conductivity of mesoporous
and G-polymer. Since our sensor was prepared for room temperature investigation, we did not expand our analysis for the
range of temperature.
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Figure 17. Electrochemical sensing recognized by bacterial cell showing resistance to MS and GP sensors.

3.5 Mechanism of E. coli sensing
The E. coli sensing effect towards the electrochemical decline
was examined. Figure 16 demonstrates the schematic diagram mechanism of the MS and GP sensor. The sensing
mechanism in the present case can be recognized to the
synergistic impact between the FTO glass layer and the
mesoporous and G-polymer channel, the conductivity of
which is regulated after interacting with negatively charged
E. coli cells. The mesoporous and G-polymer layer is the
potential electron reservoir for free electrons since oxygen
vacancies in FTO glass fail to locate the corresponding
empty O2 p conduction band states due to the measured
E. coli, which is rich of negative charge on its surface,
is close to the surface of electron-rich FTO glass layer.
To re-establish its insulating property, the oxygen-deficient
domain boundary of FTO glass carries on like a local
electron donor and mesoporous and G-polymer sheets performance as a recipient [42]. The majority carriers (i.e.
holes) in the mesoporous and G-polymer sheet merge with
these electrons. The decline in the concentration of majority charge carriers diminishes the current flow among source
and channel. Moreover, the sensing mechanism can be associated with gating impact of E. coli cells present on the
sensor surface. The cell loses positive charge, which is
activated by adsorption of negatively charged E. coli cells.
The dimensions of the positive charge on cell diminishes the

increasing concentration of E. coli. This diminished positive
charge of cells shows that the FTO NPs are less negatively
charged since the counter-acting agent itself can function
as a dielectric medium. Subsequently, the concentration of
holes in the mesoporous and G-polymer sheet from the gateinsulator/semiconductor interface, i.e. the current flow among
source and channel decline because of the adsorption of
E. coli. As opposed to coming in direct contact with the
FTO glass layer, E. coli cells can stack over one another.
It was seen that the conductivity of electrode decline exponentially with increasing concentration of E. coli. The
impact of concentration on the conductivity of electrode
is progressively weak after increasing the concentration of
E. coli. The viewed outcome is because of the increasing
E. coli cells in the sample solution, which decrease the ionic
conductivity of the electrode. This decrease in conductivity can be ascribed to the surface layer of E. coli cells. The
high density of these negatively charged groups openly influenced the mesoporous and G-polymer in MS and GP by
serving as gate electrolyte with negative potential. This created more holes in the mesoporous and G-polymer channel
along these lines, expanding the active site of MS and GP
sensor. This implies that E. coli adsorbed on the surface of
electrodes and perform as an insulating layer diminishing the
current. The targeted E. coli was recognized by estimating the
electrochemical signal of the IGS20, CZSe-G-PPy samples
(figure 17).
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4. Conclusion
This investigation revealed the construction and application
of mesoporous and G-polymer/MS and GP sensor for the
detection of E. coli. The sensing depends on balance in the
conductivity of mesoporous and G-polymer channel of the
MS and GP subsequent to interacting with E. coli. The sensor
had a quick response. It is specific to E. coli with potential
of identifying single E. coli cell in an enormous volume of
sample when combined with an appropriate filtration setup.
Results showed tremendous stability of the sensor during the
whole course of estimation of electrical resistivity. The sensor
demonstrated great reproducibility for n = 3 estimations. In
addition, the sensor could recognize E. coli in a composite
medium, showing promise for real applications. The sensor
is intended for one-time use. It has the probability of recovery
by utilizing a reasonable buffer. These expendable, minimal
effort and strong sensors can be promptly mass produced.
This methodology can be used to identify other bacteria by
introducing suitable sample. The exhibition of this new classification of bacteria sensor is either better than or similar to
the vast majority of the very sensitive bacteria sensors detailed
in literature. We are further investigating the capability of the
sensor for separating dead and sustainable E. coli cells.
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